Erasing the "dangerous goods label"/ "Marking" indication from the exterior packaging of the mail item
If any of the following "dangerous goods label" / "Marking" is indicated on the exterior of the international mail you are
dispatching, we cannot accept it as an international mail item (airmail/ surface mail) as it cannot be determined from the
exterior whether dangerous goods are contained or not, even if the articles contained may not fall under the category of
dangerous goods.
If the mail item has any of the following indication on its exterior, please erase the indication completely before
dispatching the mail item.
List of dangerous goods labels/markings (Example)
Flammable gas

Non-flammable, non-toxic gas

Toxic gas

Flammable liquid

Flammable solid

Spontaneously combustible

Dangerous When Wet

Oxidizer

Organic peroxide

Toxic substance

Infectious substance

Radioactive material (Category No. 1, 2, 3)

Corrosive

Limited quantity of dangerous goods

Dangerous goods in excepted quantity

Lithium battery

Magnetized material

Cryogenic Liquid

Keep away from heat

0.5cm

Cannot be sent by international mail ×

Explosives

7.

★
★★

Cargo Aircraft Only

UN number (UN no.) / UN mark

Environmentally Hazardous Substance Mark * Based on the provisions of the Universal

Mailing is possible under certain conditions △

Indication of UN "○○○○"

Postal Convention, you cannot send by
airmail "Dangerous goods by air" as
stipulated in the IATA Dangerous Goods
Regulations, regardless of airmail (including
SAL/EMS) or surface mail (excluding
certain exceptions).

Biological substance*

Miscellaneous*

Radioactive material, excepted package

* Letters containing biological substance (Category B)
For mail that contains biological substance (Category B) as
stipulated in the terms and conditions of international mail, this
label must be indicated on the exterior packaging of the mail item.
When dispatching a mail item other than the above, please
erase this indication before dispatching the mail item if it is
displayed on the exterior of the package.

* Letters containing infectious substances
If dry ice is included as coolant of biological substance (Category B) as
stipulated in the terms and conditions of international mail, this label must be
indicated on the exterior packaging of the mail item.
When dispatching a mail item other than the above, please erase this
indication before dispatching the mail item if it is displayed on the exterior of
the package.

* Letters containing radioactive substance
When dispatching letters containing radioactive substances
as stipulated in the terms and conditions of international
mail, this label must be indicated on the exterior package of
the mail item.
When dispatching a mail item other than the above,
please erase this indication before dispatching the mail item
if it is displayed on the exterior of the package.

Examples of mail items which cannot be accepted

Pasted with dangerous goods label (Corrosive) ,
and with UN mark

With UN mark

Pasted with dangerous goods labels (Gas
category: Non-flammable, Non-toxic)

Pasted with dangerous goods label
(Miscellaneous)

Pasted with dangerous goods label

With UN number and UN mark

With "Dangerous goods in excepted quantity" mark

Pasted with dangerous goods label (Flammable liquid) , and
with UN number/UN mark

(Miscellaneous)

How to erase the "Dangerous goods label"/ "Marking"
Examples of exterior packaging which cannot be accepted
Marked with "UN no."
*There is a marking of "UN no. "○○○○" in four digits
indicating that the content is dangerous goods by air.

UN1898

Marked with "UN mark"

"UN mark"

*There is a UN standard mark
on the side.

"Dangerous goods label" is applied

Erasing the "Dangerous goods label"/ "Marking"
*When the content is not dangerous goods by air, please completely erase the hazardous
goods label and marking as follows before dispatching.

* Erase the dangerous goods
label and marking until they are
completely invisible.

